
                                        Class Notes 

Class: VIII 
 

WORKSHEET ON SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT(In link 
with the first chapter-Nino...........Beard) 

Subject: English 
 

 

A.Fill in the blanks with correct form of the verbs in the brackets- 

1.Nobody___________(want) to take responsibility for the failure of the project. 

2.The staff at the hospital ___________(eat) at the canteen on the ground floor. 

3.’I do not know where my baggage__________ (be)!’ shrieked Samantha. 

4.Ravi or Ranjan ____________(lost) the key to the flat. 

5.The boy, along with his family______________(be) going to the picnic tomorrow. 

6. Thirty kilometres ___________(be) a long distance! 

 

B.Fill in the blanks with the correct option- 

1.The scissors___________(was/were) lying on the table. 

2. My luggage___________(is/are) so heavy that I cannot lift it! 

3.No one _______________(like/likes) to be alone. 

4.The bridges____________(is/are) being built by the masons. 

5.We may _____________(cancel/cancels) our trip to the seaside on Sunday. 

6.The army _____________(march/marches) into the battlefield. 

 

C. Read the passage. Correct the errors of subject-verb agreement. The picture given to you is related to the 
passage- 

                                                     
India face many environmental issues, some of which is air and noise pollution. India’s population growth put   

an increasing pressure on the environment and it’s natural resources. In the city of Ghaziabad, the rapid  

urbanization have caused a buildup of heavy metals in the soil.This is being absorbed by the vegetables grown 

in the area. Air pollution in India is also a serious problem. Traditional fuels, such as wood and dung cakes, 

account for around 90% of the rural energy use. Chullahs are a leading source of greenhouse gases that  

 



continues to climate change. 

 

Start rewriting just below this line- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note-The worksheet has to be done in the respective notebooks. 

Prepared absolutely at home. 

 

Learning Outcomes- Students will be able to: 

 Apply their knowledge of sub-verb agreement and solve the exercises. 

Think critically before solving the exercises. 

Construct their own sentences using correct sub-verb agreement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


